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Black Phantom Lemurian

From the Minas Gerais Brazil, these are such supportive crystals for compassionate shadow work.
They are a combination of clear lemurian crystals and exciting super dark black tourmaline
inclusions.

These connect you into the deep earth realms where entire civilisations of ancient Lemurian elder
guides living and waiting to help you. If you have a Black Phantom Lemurian crystal it is your
DIRECT portal to access the wisdom of the ancient shining ones who love you unconditionally.

These crystals show us a path of self compassion and how to be held in the light of unity and
acceptance, whilst being present to what lies within the darkness.

Charoite

A bright purple crystal from Russia that is a stone of spiritual awakening and opens your third eye
and crown chakras to enlightenment and protection from the violet flame.

Chrysanthemum Stones

A crystal from the USA, formed in 200 million year old oceanic sediments of Andalusite dolomite,
limestone, and gypsum. The crystal structure of Chrysanthemum Stone is mainly sedimentary, with
the mineral blossoms often consisting of celestite, calcite, andalusite, or feldspar.

These are a stone of balance – yin/yang energy, timelessness, patience, perspective and blooming
energy of new beginnings. They are also a crystal for fertility.

Chrysocolla Hearts

Chrysocolla, called “water and wine” from Peru fair trade mine with red cuprite, green malachite,
black tenorite, quartz, lemonite and navy blue azurite. A crystal of higher communication and the
feminine energy of the Goddess. The sacred red cuprite connects you to the sacred feminine.

Clear Lemurian Quartz

A crystal from the Minas Gerais Brazil that is a portal to the higher dimensions of Lemuria. It opens
your healing gifts and channel to understand why you are here and what your purpose is. It
connects you to unity consciousness and unconditional love. Often the owner of these crystals are
brought into a state of bliss and remembrance as they connect to levels of higher consciousness.

https://crystalmeanings.net/celestite/


Dioptase

A gemmy green crystal from the Congo that brings beautiful high vibrational heart healing energy. It
also supports forgiveness, intimacy and feelings of well being.

Dragon Quartz

A crystal from Goais Brazil, that is also known as Snow Rose Lemurians. They are a type of dream
coat lemurian (with a layer of secondary growth on the outside of a clear quartz crystal with iron
inclusions). They connect to the inner earth fire element and dragon energy, and assist you to
connect to your inner dragon and dragon guides. They are an earthy crystal for reclaiming your
power and energy.

Epidote, Titanite and Magnetite Pseudomorphs + Clusters

Green epidote with an unusual and rare pseudo hexagonal shape form from the Ruskoh Mountains,
Pakistan. They also have black “magnetic” magnetite within and green titanite on the outside, adding
more layers of complexity to these very complex and strong energy crystals.

The pseudomorph is a crystal that has transformed from one mineral completely into a new crystal
over time, yet retained the shape of the original crystal. It is thought that these were indeed once
magnetic and are now epidote. Pseudomorphs hold the energy of slow and steady yet powerful
transformation.

My initial journeys with these crystals take me to the times of the Druid’s where our hearts were
intertwined with the trees. A time of the wizards of Avalon, Merlin, King Arthur and the oral
traditions of magick and nature lore.

These crystals have a strong masculine presence and are powerfully detoxifying, I often feel the
energy of these in my crown and heart. They show me what still needs healing in my heart and
connect me to the Emerald Ray of light, deep in the Inner Earth Realms.

Magnetite is intensely protective and helps create an impenetrable barrier around your aura. It will
also reveal the truth. Combined with the magnetite is a strong shadow work crystal.

Etched Spessartine Garnets

Etched Spessartine Garnet calls your sacred feminine forward as her beautifully etched sacred
geometry lines carry some of the deepest and most profound energies. They are a very centring and
grounding crystal and particularly good for perseverance and courage.

Spessartine Garnet is a portal to awakening to our cherished past lives in the mists of Avalon at the
times of the priestess, King Arthur, the Magdalene’s and the elemental realms.

Fairy Forest Quartz-Turkey

The fairy forest quartz is a bright green epidote that grows together with quartz crystals forming
fairy gardens of pure magic and joy. These are found in Turkey and hold the energy of new
beginnings, joy, rejuvenation and freshness.

They are buzzing with miniature fairies awakening your seeing abilities into the elemental realms.
The green epidote is deeply healing for the heart and rejuvenating. These crystals remind us that
fairies are not just for children and they are here to help and be part of your life.



Fairy Stones-Quebec

A sacred stone from Quebec, collected by the Inuit people. They have been prized and protective
talismans of protection, fertility and good luck. A wonderful gift for an expecting mother or one that
has just given birth.

German Per-mineralised Wood

These are 200 million year old fossilised wood from a small find in the 1980’s from Zwenkau

Germany. With thousands of diamonds sparkling upon the surface, they connect us to the steady

nature of timelessness. An earthy fairy like crystal that reminds you that like the eons of time it took

to create them, that this too shall pass.

What is fascinating about these is they have undergone a process of per-mineralisation where

minerals replace the organic material yet preserving the cellular structure in remarkable detail.

Green Opal

Green Opal helps connect you to the magic of the devic realms and the earthy feeling one has when
you sit under a big old tree. 

Green Opal is a stone of gentle rejuvenating energies that soothe and calm. It is a heart healing
crystal for all types of emotional imbalance and heartache.

It’s a great stone for anyone who may have gone through recent trauma, is experiencing grief or a
fractured relationship. Green Opal helps us find the strength that we used to have, while
encouraging us to use it to move forward and rebuild.

Golden Calcite Flower Stalactite

A highly collectible lustrous golden calcite from Wenshan, Yunnan Province China.

These are high vibrational and enhance your sacral chakra with joy, sunshine, will power and
golden light. The intelligence of the ancient flower consciousness is present with these as the crystal
literally blooms in light.

Work with these as a very quick pick me up as a showering in golden light codes… an alternative to
having a sugary treat - honestly they lift the energy of your body and spaces so quickly you’ll be
absolutely delighted with the result.

Inner Earth Healing Crystal Grid Set

Written printed description comes with the set

Lemurian Root Key

A crystal of the 5th dimensional realms of Lemuria and Altantis that deeply anchor lemurian light into
the crystalline grids of the earth. They assist in the expansion of consciousness on earth as we all
are affected by the energies of the deep inner earth realms. These come from the Minas Gerais
Brazil, the founding location for Lemurian Crystals.



Lepidolite

A deeply calming mineral for intense emotions and anger. It is very meditative and takes you into
the deep inner earth realms as well as the great void if you like to journey.

Lime Magnesite/Lemon Chrysoprase

A rare find from Western Australia, sourced directly from a family owned mine. These are
beautifully super smooth and earthy energy. I feel calmer just looking at them. Great for soothing
your nervous system when you are overworked or stressed out.

They take you into the earth's inner waters that traverse the ley lines and connect into the inner
earth mermaids and water sprites. Keep it by your bedside or in your bathroom to bring the most
grounded and sublime energy to your space.

Mookaite

A crystal of the deep inner earth realms, to connect to the dream time and mother earth's inner
heart. It is a deeply calming and grounding crystal. It connects to the ley lines of the inner earth. You
can use it for astral journeying across the landscape to connect to the energy of sacred places. It
can bring a big heart opening as you realise that you too are one of mother earth's children and in
her love and care.

Natural Green Garnet

A crystal of new hope, new beginnings, grounding and inner earth energy. Green garnet holds
energy of renewal and growth. It is also a portal to the nature realms and all the elemental beings
that reside there.

Peach Moonstone

A crystal that has both white and blue moonstone aspects. It carries a very feminine and moon-like
energy. These remind me of the divine feminine goddess energy that is often reclaimed when one
delves in the mists of Avalon and sacred sites in Glastonbury. In particular, the lady in the lake who
arises on the silvery waters of the lake when the moon is full and rising, she will show herself and
teach you the ways of the feminine mysteries. The Lady of the Lake is known as various feminine
fae goddesses and also merlin's sister Viviane, a druid enchantress.

Petrified Wood

Wood from 100 million year old trees in Madagascar have crystallised to form this wonderful
crystal of the ancient ancestors and ancient tree wisdom energy. A stone that helps you embody
the light that you are and digs your earth star chakra deep into the earth. This crystal is also great for
past life healing and ancestral line healing.



Pyrite

A golden octahedral pyrite from Peru has the most intensely energising yet grounding energy. It is
great for soul retrieval, especially if you are a star seed that has not grounded enough into this
lifetime. It’s also fantastic for mental focus, will power, addictions and starting new habits. A great
crystal for mental focus and strength of the mind.

Rainbow Tourmaline

Fantastic rainbow coloured tourmalines represent all of the playful fae realms. These crystals spent
nearly a whole week in my fairy tree coming alive with the fairies there. Green, brown, pink, green,
black, even blue (Indicolite) and purple lepidolite in a matrix mainly of white quartz and some
flake/plate like white cleavelandite. The creamy pink coloured matrix is albite. Cleavelandite is a
crystal that helps with transitions and great change, and life events.

Tourmalines are all essentially an earth element crystal. The greens and pinks are more related to
the heart healing joy and wonder. Blue connects us to the ray of truth in our hearts, but truth that is
expressed. Black is protective and a great ally for the shadow aspects of ourselves as is the brown
tourmaline. Lepidolite is a deep deep relaxant and calms us into states of one-ness like
meditativeness and also assists sleep and insomnia.

You will also find silvery and golden shiny mica on these, which acts as coats of silk protection for
the aura and is very energising and uplifting of the mood. It works with the higher chakras to bring
in enlightened energy.

Rhodonite

A crystal of self love and community. A heart healing crystal. Rhodonite ignites playfulness, inner
child healing with help from the fairies. It can help rewire a broken heart.

I hand selected these from the most wonderful Peruvian family at Tucson Gem Show in Feb 2023.
Their parents and grandparents had all flown in to sell their family owned mined treasures which
they all lovingly hand polished themselves!

Scolecite

A crystal of the air/storm element from India that carries an angelic high soft energy. These can
represent the inner core of you, the inner child and are fondly known as the “innocent eggs”. They
encourage you to connect to the parts inside that need nurturing and compassion.

Skeletal Sulphur
Skeletal Sulphur comes from Bolivia and is a fire and brimstone powerful mineral. It brings a strong
yet smooth energy to the forefront and is known for dissolving explosive emotions, stubbornness,
frustration and anger. Its energy can match the wrath of lightning and transmute it to a smooth
energy of balance. It is a crystal of reclaiming power. It is also a crystal that assists mental tasks,
study and creativity. The intellect is switched on when working with the yellow sulphur.


